TITLE:  Network Coding: Recent Trends and Challenges

ABSTRACT: Network coding techniques have been studied extensively for the past one decade and for the past few years physical layer network coding has attracted the attention of researchers. More recently interconnections between network coding problems and other seemingly different problems, (both in wired and wireless networks setting), like interference alignment, source coding with an informed source (source coding with side-information), multiway relay networks and the topological interference management problem in wireless networks have been studied. The interconnections among these difficult problems are studied in the framework of noiseless index coding. The amount and nature of side-information appearing in these problems play a crucial role in obtaining solutions.

In this talk we survey the recent trends and results in both wireline and wireless network coding with focus on their relation to interference alignment and management problems, multiway relaying problems and more fundamental index coding problems. The recent results in the topics of decoding of network codes and noisy index coding problems will be discussed in detail. A number of open problems will be pointed out at every stage of the talk along with the challenges posed by these problems.
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